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Day-to-Day Itinerary 

 

 

 
Vietnam for Explorers 

Discover - Bike - Hike Adventure 

2021 Jan 14 – 27 

 

14-Day Hand-Crafted  Itinerary! 
♥ Off-the-Beaten Path Non-Touristy Adventure experiencing Local People and Culture 

♥ Uniquely Beautiful Superior Hotels - 26 Meals 
 
♥ Experience every mode of unique fun transportation: Tuk-Tuk (Cyclo), Vespa, Scooter, Samlor, 

by Foot, by Bike, by Boat, by Kayak, by Basketboat 

 
 
 
 
 

Highlights 

♥ Walking street food tour in Hanoi & cyclo riding & water puppet show 

♥ Biking & trekking through local villages in Mai Chau valley 

♥ Chieu cave – the 1000 Step Cave 

♥ Overnight Cruise on Ha Long bay with kayaking 

♥ Cooking Class with local organic foods 

♥ Tu Lan cave experience or Bike Explore 

♥ My Son sanctuary by Vespa tour 

♥ Biking, Farming & Fishing with locals 

♥ Lovely ancient town Hoi An & lantern making 

♥ Bustling Saigon on Vespa & Dinner Cruise with show 

♥ Explore Mekong delta by boat 
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Day by Day 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Days 1-3: Hanoi . 
 

Thur, 14 Jan - Sat, 16 Jan 

 

Day 4: . 
 

Sun, 17 Jan 

 

Day 5: Hanoi . 
 

Mon, 18 Jan 

 

Day 6: Hanoi Ha Long Bay . 
 

Tue, 19 Jan 

 

Days 7-8: Ha Long Bay Hanoi Quang Binh . 
 

Wed, 20 Jan - Thur, 21 Jan 

 

Days 9-10: Hue Hoian . 
 

Fri, 22 Jan - Sat, 23 Jan 

 

Days 11-13: Saigon . 
 

Sun, 24 Jan - Tue, 26 Jan 

 

Day 14: Saigon . 
 

Wed, 27 Jan 
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Detailed Itinerary 
 

 

Day  
HANOI ARRIVAL (-) 

1 
 

 Thur, 14 Jan  
 

Hanoi Arrival and airport transfer to downtown: 
 

Upon arrival at the airport, your group will be picked up and we will take you to the 

hotel in Hanoi.  

Perhaps once checked into your room, you would enjoy a short rest? 

The remainder of the day will be all yours to explore Hanoi – Vietnam’s cultural 

heart that still bears traces of centuries of changes and known for its peaceful 

lakes, French styled buildings, old quarter streets, tree-lined boulevards, and 

brightly painted temples and pagodas.  

Perhaps you will stroll around the Old Quarter of Hanoi and its raucous streets full 

of traditional vendors and artisans. 
 

Meals included: No 
 

Overnight in Hanoi. 

Hotel Des Arts  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Day  
FREE DAY IN HANOI (B) 

2 
 

 Fri, 15 Jan  
 

Sleep Late and enjoy a massage of your choice. 
A free day enjoying Hanoi: 

 

A full day at leisure on your own to rest and recover from your flight,  
and explore Hanoi. 

 

Meals included: Breakfast. 
 
 

Overnight in Hanoi. 

Hotel Des Arts  
 

 

 

 

  
 

https://hoteldesartshanoi.com/
https://hoteldesartshanoi.com/
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Day  WALKING STREETFOOD TOUR & CYCLO RIDE & WATER PUPPET 
SHOW (B,L) 

3 
 

 Sat, 16 Jan  
 

Afternoon Hanoi street food tour: 
 

We start the walking part of our tour around noon, first visiting the colorful local 

markets where we meet stall holders and talk about their food. Our walk then 

continues along both high streets and back streets exploring beaten corners in 

Hanoi Old Quarter that you never known by walking yourself, enjoying elegance 

Hanoi through tranquility French quarter with birds singing.  

Our guide will introduce to you some of the authentic local food like Banh Cuon 

(steam rice pancake rolled with mince perk and mushroom), “Bun cha” (Rice 

Noodle with grilled pork – another Hanoi famous street food). Watch in awe as the 

skilled chefs demonstrate for you how this tasty dish is put together. Your expert 

English-speaking local guide will also give you an insight into the intricacies and 

traditions of Vietnamese food culture including details on ingredients and historical 

backgrounds of popular northern dishes.  

Continuing into the atmospheric heart of the Old Quarter, we wander past street 

stalls and quiet residential lanes where you can observe local life that has changed 

little since Hanoi was founded over 1000 years ago.  

Our next two snack stops are at outdoor barbeque stalls. We sit down with the 

Hanoi locals and sample various meat, vegetable and bread specialties that are 

flame-grilled over hot coals for extra flavor. 

 It’s time for dessert as we venture down a small alley to join in the local tradition of 

feasting on fresh fruit served in a cup and smothered with crushed iced and 

condensed milk – this specialty is one not to be missed!  

Your local guide will then take you to one of Hanoi’s best kept secrets, a hidden 

café with stunning views over the picturesque Hoan Kiem Lake. Or, if coffee is not 

your style, a cold beer awaits! 

Then, you will stay in a cyclo to be riden around old quarter and Hoan Kiem Lake 

and see the water puppet show. 

 

In the evening, you can walk to Ta Hien Street and enjoy fresh beer. Overnight in 

Hanoi. 

 

 

Meals included: Breakfast, Lunch 
 

 
Overnight in Hanoi. 

Hotel Des Arts 

https://hoteldesartshanoi.com/
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Day  
BIKE THROUGH LOCAL VILLAGES IN MAI CHAU (B, L,D) 

4 
 

 Sun, 17 Jan  
 

Soak in the countryside fresh air of Mai Chau: 
 

07:45 Pickup at your hotel in the Old Quarter in our comfortable van 
 

10:00 Short break 
 

11:30 Scenic photo stop of Mai Chau valley/arrive in Mai Chau 
 

12:15 Traditional lunch in local village (vegetarian available) 
 

13:00 Bicycle ride with local tour guide, see farmers working in fields, locals 

weaving scarves and visit surrounding peaceful villages. 
 

15:00 Free time for bicycling, walking, shopping 
 

18:00 Free at leisure before having set menu dinner with host 
 

19:30 Watch Thai traditional dance in the stilt house Enjoy Traditional alcohol 

(ruou can) with the community. 
 
 

Meals included: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner 
 
 

Overnight in Mai Chau sunrise village 
Mai Chau Sunrise Village 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://maichausunrisevillage.com/
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Day  
CHIEU CAVE (the 1000 STEP CAVE) - TRANSFER TO HANOI (B, L) 

5 
 

 Mon, 18 Jan  
 

Mai Chau join-in tour 2 days: 
 

Soak in the countryside fresh air of Mai Chau: 
 

07:30 - 08:00 Wake-up and eat breakfast 
 

08:30 - 11:30 Hike to 1000 Step Cave and local market 
 

12:15 - 15:00 Lunch and free time to relax before getting on the van to Hanoi 
 

18:30 -19:00 Drop you off at your hotel back in Hanoi 
 

Meals included: Breakfast, Lunch 
 
 

Overnight in Hanoi. 

Hotel Des Arts  
 

 

Chieu Cave, known as the 1000 Step Cave, is situated in the southwest of Mai Chau town and considered one of the 

impressive tourist attractions in Mai Chau. The cave retains a length of over 150m and is divided into 2 floors. Unlike other 

Mai Chau caves, entrance of Chieu cave is about 10 - 15 meters wide and extends over 30m backward up the mountain, 

creating the airy space for tourists.  

To reach Chieu Cave, tourists must go through 1200 stone steps. Beside the entrance, ancient Xa Pung - a kind of tree in 

ethnic people - majestically stands to shield the cave and facilitates tourists down the cave's floor. Inside the cave is 

relatively flat, cool and gorgeous. Setting foot in the cave, tourists will be firstly impressed by the pristine stalactite forests 

endlessly stretching and retaining its subtle shimmering. Stalactites appear everywhere inside with multi shapes, diverse 

colors and vivid appearance.  

Looking down from above, rich and poetic Mai Chau town clearly emerges in sight. Tourists will be definitely surprised at 

the spectacular beauty of Mai Chau when viewed from Chieu Cave. 

 

 

 

 

https://hoteldesartshanoi.com/
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Day 

6 
 HA LONG BAY CRUISE  – KAYAK CAP LA ISLAND KAYAK  (B, L, D) 
Tues, 19 Jan  

 
Halong Bay Cruise 2 days/1 night: 

 

HON GAI PIER – BAI TU LONG BAY – CONG DO – CAP LA ISLAND (L, D) 
 

Today, you will leave the bustling city behind and embark on the scenic drive to Ha 

Long Bay – Bay of the 1600 Islands -  and embark on a cruise with an overnight 

stay on board.  

 

07.45 – 8:30: You will be picked up from your hotel in Hanoi and start our trip to 

explore the most amazing bay in the North of Vietnam. On the way, we will have a 

quick stop at the middle of the way to rest. This also let you have a glance at Hai 

Duong Province and taste their traditional “Green bean cake”. 
 

12.30: Arrive in our office at Hon Gai Pier, you will have a bit time to relax and 

enjoy a cup of tea/coffee. Wait for our captain to finish the registration and 

transfer by tender to our boat. 
 

12.45: Enjoy welcome drink and spend a couple minutes to briefing about 

safety on boat and activities included then we check in our cabin. 
 

13.30: Delicious Vietnamese set lunch menu will be served while leisurely 

cruising further into Bai Tu Long Bay. 
 

15.00: Arrive in kayaking area – that is Cap La Island. Enjoy kayaking through the 

karst and breathtaking nature, swimming and relaxing. 
 

17.30: Get back to the boat and enjoys our Sunset party while our cruise sailing to 

the overnight anchorage. 
 

19.00: Sumptuous set-dinner onboard. 
 

20.30: Free time to challenge yourself in Vietnamese puzzle games, or gathers 

your group for a board game; try your luck with squid fishing or simply have a 

cocktail and enjoy the quiet night on the bay. 
 

Meals included: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner 
 
 

Overnight onboard boat 
Renea Cruise 

 
 
 
 
 
 

https://reneacruiseshalong.com/
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Day  CRUISE - THIEN CANH SON CAVE – COOKING CLASS & LUNCH – 
FLY TO PHONG NHA (B, L) 

7 
 

 Wed, 20 Jan  
 

Halong Bay Cruise 2 days/1 night: 
 

BAI TU LONG BAY – THIEN CANH SON CAVE – HON GAI PORT - PHONG 

NHA (B,L) 
 

06.00: Start your day with a Tai Chi routine on sundeck or catch a morning view of 

the stunning bay’s landscape with a cup of tea or coffee. 
 

07.00: Breakfast will be served in Western style, familiar to you to fulfill your 

strength and ready for another exploring day. 
 

08.00: Explore the well hidden Thien Canh Son Cave. 
 

09.00: Upon return to the boat you will have about 30 minutes to freshen up and 

finish packing. 
 

10.00: Attend in a Vietnamese cooking demonstration. You can quickly learn a 

simple but delicious Vietnamese dish that Gordon Ramsey (a 2 Michelin Star 

Chef) used to guide – Nem Cuon or challenge yourself in fruit and vegetables 

carving. 
 

11.00: Enjoy a traditional Vietnamese lunch on boat. 
 

12.00: Back to the harbor and disembark in Hon Gai pier. 
 

12.30: Farewell Halong Bay then we take you back to Hanoi. Then we take you to 

the airport for flight to Dong Hoi. Transfer to your resort in Phong Nha.  
 

Attention: The itinerary is subject to change due to the weather, tide level and 

operating conditions without prior notice. 
 

Meals included: Breakfast, Lunch 
 
 

Overnight in Phong Nha. 

Phong Nha Lake House Resort 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

https://phongnhalakehouse.com/index.php
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Day  
TU LAN CAVE SYSTEM TREKKING EXPERIENCE (B, L) 

8 
 

 Thu, 21 Jan  
 

Tu Lan cave 1D experience: 
 

Today you will have the chance to explore Tu Lan Cave System’s untamed jungle & 

limestone mountain region. This is well-known as the home of the Hollywood 

blockbuster movie Kong: Skull Island (2017) which is listed as the best war movie 

of the year by ABC News. 

You’ll get wet, you’ll get dirty and you’ll enjoy an awesome BBQ beside a 

stunning waterfall! This is a full day of adventure so be prepared! 

 

After breakfast at the hotel, you will embark on a cave excursion today.  

With your English-speaking guide and local jungle men from the nearby ethnic 

village of Tan Hoa, you will trek up to 8km through buffalo fields, dense jungle 

and have an opportunity to swim through an unbelievable river cave. 

The adventure begins with a 2 km (1.2 mile) walk across peanut and buffalo 

fields to Rao Nan River. Then you will reach the impressive Hang Chuot 

Cave. See the immense formations of Hang Chuot (Rat Cave) before 

trekking to impressive Hung Ton Cave and To Mo Valley. 

Continue hiking through the Hung Ton Valley to the Hung Ton Cave. Explore this 

by descending a 15 meter (50 feet) ladder with a safety rope before swimming 50 

meters (160 feet) through the cave and following an underground river to get to 

Mo Valley, where you will have lunch.  

Over the mountain Hung Ton and another small hill, you will go down to the river 

Rao Nan and finally back to your starting point.  

From there you will be taken back to your hotel in Phong Nha to spend the night. 

 
 

Non-Hike option: Cycling Tour to Bong Lai  & Phong Nha cave 
 

8:30 Briefing on cycling 
9.30 Reach the Duck Farm in Bong Lai 
9.45 Feed the Duck and ride Buffalo 
12.30 Lunch in local restaurant 
14.15 Phong Nha cave sightseeing by boat 2.5km 
15.15 Explore 300m and exiting cave by foot 
15.45 Traveling back through river by boat 
16.30 Back to Lake House. 
 
Meals included: Breakfast, Lunch 

 
 

Overnight in Phong Nha. 

Phong Nha Lake House Resort  
 
 

 

https://phongnhalakehouse.com/index.php
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Day  PHONG NHA – STOEN MASONS VILLAGE - MARBLE MOUNTAINS –
HOI AN MEMORIES SHOW (optional)   (B) 

9 
 

 Fri, 22 Jan  
 

 
Transfer from Phong Nha to Hoi An: 

 

This morning you will depart Phong and drive to Hoi An.  

 

On the way, visit the Non Nuoc stone mason’s village, located at the foot of 

Marble Mountains. This craft village has a proud history covering more than 200 

years. In 19th century, the stone carving village became a traditional professional 

of the villagers, and produce beautiful works of art. 

Next we visit Marble Mountains - a cluster of five marble and limestone hills, that 

are named after the five elements: Kim (metal), Thuy (water), Moc (wood), Hoa 

(fire) and Tho (earth). 

All of the mountains have cave entrances and numerous tunnels, and it is 

possible to climb to the summit of Mount Thuy. Several Buddhist sanctuaries can 

also be found within the mountains. There are lots of small “trails” to explore, 

caves to climb through, plenty of pagodas and statues to admire, spectacular 

photo opportunities, and excellent 360 degree views of the surrounding area.  

 

 

Continue to Hoi An. The rest of the evening is yours. 
 

 

 

OPTIONAL19.30: In the evening, you can 

choose to watch the spectacular show: Ky 

Uc Hoi An  - Memories Show 

Be stunned by Vietnam's largest art show 

where 500 performers take over the outdoor 

stage in their traditional ao dai costumes and 

modern staging techniques.  

 

(High: $35/person, VIP seat: $52/person) 

 

Meals included: Breakfast 

 
 

Overnight in Hoi An. 

TNT Villa Hoi An 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.tntvillahoian.com/
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Day  HOI AN: HALF-DAY CULTURAL DISCOVERY BY VINTAGE VESPA -  
MY SON SANCTUARY & HOI AN ANCIENT TOWN & LANTERN MAKING TOUR (B,L) 

10 
 

 Sat, 23 Jan  
 

Full-Day My Son Sanctuary Heritage Tour by Vintage Vespa: 
 

07.30 At your hotel, we meet our drivers, guide and classic vintage Piaggio Vespa. 

After a short briefing, then it’s time to click on your helmet and start your adventure 

in the countryside on your classic Piaggio Vespa. Enjoy the unique sounds of this 

scooter that is so rich with it’s own history. 
 

We journey through the countryside where the small hamlets are alive with the 

activities of the locals who are busy with their daily business. We stop and explore 

a local pottery village before making our way along a levee to visit an ancient 

Banyan tree. The Banyan tree is the heart of a bustling morning market that has 

been a part of daily life in the village for over 50 years. Enjoy a Vietnamese coffee 

and watch the bustling market activities. Please take a walk through the market 

and soak up the atmosphere. 
 

We return to our Vespa and continue exploring the countryside before arriving at a 

very special market. The market is filled with little piglets. The piglets are raised in 

the homes of the villagers and are a key part of life in the village. Your guide will 

explain the history and purpose of this fascinating market. 
 

Leaving the piglet market we continue our scenic trip to My Son via small village 

roads lined with local houses and picturesque paddy fields. 
 

We arrive at My Son Sanctuary and are greeted by the sounds of the haunting 

Cham music filling the air. Here we stop to take in the vibrantly dressed dancers 

enjoying a traditional dance performance before starting your walking tour of the 

ancient ruins. The tour begins with a short ascent along a track bordered by jungle. 

As we reach the top, the ancient ruins appear. While you explore the area your 

guide will explain the history of the religious site which served as a burial site for 

the Cham monarchs many centuries ago. 

After exploring My Son, we have lunch at local restaurant. 

 

13.00 There is plenty to see, so it’s time to get moving again. Our first stop is a 

bronze casting village. We stop at a house in the village to learn about bronze 

casting and its uses in Vietnam and why it is so important. 

We board again our Vespa and begin our return journey to Hoi An through the 

countryside and its quaint villages and rice paddies where photo opportunities 

abound. 

 

14.30 Upon returning back to Hoi An town – we say good-bye to our Vespa drivers 

and take a walking tour around visiting to the former merchants’ homes – Hoi An 

old town. You will visit the Hoi An Museum, Ancient Houses, the Assembly Hall 

with Chinese influence, handicraft workshops and the Japanese Bridge. We will 

move on to the home of a local lantern craftsman. There, we will have a hands-on 

workshop to learn the traditional art of lantern making. You will bend the frame and 

select the cloth to build your own lantern from scratch and even take it home with 
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you when you are done. This is the perfect souvenir for you to show off your 

craftsmanship to your friends and family. Then, we will return you to your hotel. 

Overnight in Hoi An. 

 

Meals included: Breakfast, Lunch 
 

 
Overnight in Hoi An  
TNT Villa Hoi An 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.tntvillahoian.com/
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Day  CYCLING, FARMING & FISHING WITH LOCAL – EVENING FLIGHT TO 
SAIGON (B, L) 

11 
 

 Sun, 24 Jan  
 

Rice Planting, Fishing tour 
 

If you would love to have a mixed combination in planting rice with the local farmers 

and get your own hands on experience of fishing with the local fishermen in the 

urban of Hoi An. RICE PLANTING AND FISHING TOUR will be a wonderful and 

delight thing to try. This tour will bring you a wonderful culture of rice planting 

cultivation and traditional fishing job of local people in the central region of Viet 

Nam. 
 

Your trip start at your hotel, we will bring you over the countryside where bike are 

available to ride. You start the day by cycling to the local farmer in Cam Thanh 

Ecological village. Here you are greeted by a local host and then you join with them 

how to grow wet rice with their family. Starting farming work like plough and raking 

with buffalo, riding water buffalo, learning how to transplant rice, flooding farm, 

grinding rice, pounding rice. 
 

After then, our guide and van will bring down to a local fishing village . You will be 

boarded on boat . Joining to go fishing with local fishermen at Phuoc Hai local 

fishing boat to experience local cast net CHAI.  

Continue to visit water coconut palm jungle, enjoying the basket boat and visiting 

the water coconut palm forest.  

Learn how to learn origami such as grasshoppers, flowers, rings, caps, bracelets 

toys made from water coconut leaves...,  

Jungle walk and join for a mock battle with mud attack for fun.  

Enjoy singing with them the folk song in the boat and after then boarding back boat, 

our Captain Cook will cook for your lunch with cold beer or soft drink on the boat. 
 

Early evening, we take you to the airport for your late flight to Ho Chi Minh. 
 

Meals included: Breakfast, Lunch 
 
 

Overnight in Saigon. 
Chez Mimosa Boutique hotel 

 
 
 
 
 
 

http://chezmimosa.com/
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Day  
SAIGON CITY ON VESPA & DINNER CRUISE (B,L,D) 

12 
 

 Mon, 25 Jan  
 

Saigon on Vespa: 
 

 

8am - Our vintage vespa team will come to pick up you from your hotel stay in 

Saigon after an early breakfast. A fun ride to the most popular tourist attraction in 

Saigon. Learn the history of each famous site from the unique perspective of our 

guides. 
 

We enjoy to run this tour in the morning, when the weather is coolest. The local 

markets are also busiest in the morning so it's the best time to experience all the 

hustle and bustle! 

Not only will you learn some fun and interesting facts about of each of the 

places of Ho Chi Minh city, we take you on the tour, our guides will tell you 

things only a true native of Saigon knows. 
 

Our pace is still very leisurely, so you will not be rushed. At each stop you will be 

welcome to get off the vespa scooter and walk around so you will have plenty of 

great photo opportunities. We also won't take you to the typical tourist traps to try 

sell you overpriced souvenirs. 
 

The sights tour offers a good mix of both famous attractions and lesser known 

markets and sites that the big tours cannot go to. 
 

Some of the places we visit on this tour are the central post office , The Notre 

Dame cathedral, The Reunification Palace in outside, flower market, The Thich 

Quang Duc memorial, and then rider pass small Alley and stop to see the most old 

houses in ho chi minh, and will stop at most special coffee shop for you enjoy a 

drink, then will take you to visit Ho Thi Ky flower market, Cholon (Chinatown ), the 

Binh Tay market, Thien hau pagoda and ride past thiem tunnel and stop at the 

most beautiful point for you take photo overview of Saigon.  

 

Then end of the tour we will take you to the local restaurant for lunch, after lunch 

our team will drop you off at your hotel stay. 

 

1:00 - Afternoon is your free time.  

 

5:00 - In the evening, we take you to the port to join the dinner on river cruise. 

Take you back to your hotel for overnight. 

 

Meals included: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner 
 

Overnight in Saigon.  
Chez Mimosa Boutique hotel 

http://chezmimosa.com/
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Day  
EXPLORE MEKONG DELTA (B,L) 

13 
 

 Tue, 26 Jan  
 

Explore the Mekong Delta: 
 

Ben Tre - the capital of the same-named province, is made up of three main 

islands wedged between the Tien Giang River to the north and to Co Chien River 

to the south with the Ham Luong River running straight down the center. Arrive at 

Ben Tre, where the boat will cruise along the Ham Luong River (a branch of the 

Mekong) and stop off at various local workplaces to give you a picture of how the 

local economy works. Highlights of the work place stop-offs include viewing a 

Traditional Brick kiln where bricks are still painstakingly made by hand and fueled 

by rice husk - an agricultural waste; a coconut processing workshop where you can 

sample fresh coconut and see how every single part of this versatile nut is turned 

into food and other products and a mat-weaving house where straw mats are 

woven using a hand loom. 
 

The boat will then stop at a quiet village where you can have a short walk to 

experience real Delta village life, before boarding your “xe loi” (a kind of motorized 

rickshaw) or cycling around the village amongst ravishing rice fields, fruit orchards 

and vegetable plots. Enjoy lunch at a local restaurant. 
 

The last trip of the tour will be by aboard a traditional sampan boat for a relaxing trip 

along narrow canals. Then the boat will return you to the pier and you’ll travel back 

to Saigon.  
 

Meals included: Breakfast, Lunch 
 
 

Overnight in Saigon. 
Chez Mimosa Boutique hotel 
 

http://chezmimosa.com/
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Day  
SAIGON DEPARTURE (B) 

14 
 

 Wed, 27 Jan  
 

Ho Chi Minh Depart: 
 

We take you to the airport for flight back home. Any fantastic trip will come to an 

end, but the memories will remain in your heart forever. 

Therefore though you will bid farewell to Vietnam today and board the flight home, 

your sweet trip will fly home with you. See you next time! 

 

Meals included: Breakfast 
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Accommodations 
 

 

Hotel Des Arts on days 1, 2, 3 & 5 

 

Set on Noble Boutique Hotel Hanoi features a business centre. Located on the 

historic Hang Gai Street, it is 400 m from Hoan Kiem Lake and a 10-minute 

walk from the Hanoi Opera House. 
 

The hotel is a 5-minute walk from the Thang Long Water Puppet Theatre, Dong 

Xuan Market and food street. Ngoc Son Temple is 300 m away, while Noi Bai 

International Airport is 21 km away. 
 

Each modern air-conditioned room and suite features a flat-screen TV with 

cable channels, tea/coffee making amenities, a minibar and a personal safe. 

The en suite bathroom comes with bath or shower facilities. 
 

Facilities include a tour desk. Complimentary WiFi is available. Staff at the 

24-hour front desk can assist with luggage storage, laundry, ironing and 

airport shuttle services. Room service is available. 
 
 

 

Mai Chau sunrise village on day 4 

 

Chau Nature Place – Mai Chau Sunrise Village was established in 2010. After 

nearly 7 years, we proud that we are the first and only organization to organize 

successfully daily tours in Mai Chau. Up to now, Mai Chau Nature Place has a 

system of restaurants, hotels and stilt house with the most professional guide 

Mai Chau. we organize tours based on our love and knowledges about the 

locality with listen your feedback. in February 2012 and 2014 we were offered to 

take part in “Best Places to stay in North Vietnam” in Lonely Planet Guide 

Books. After many years, we continue to improve our services to become the 

best and the first tour organizer for daily groups and private tours in Mai Chau. 

Mai Chau Nature Place helps localities to protect their culture, customs and 

make your holiday as enjoyable and meaning as possible. 
 

Currently, we have 2 Dormitory, 14 Rooms, 2 restaurants l that will give you a 

great time with your family during your stay in Mai Chau. 
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Renea Cruise on day 6 

 

RENEA Cruises Halong was launched in Sept 2018 by a super friendly and 

outstanding team who are working in tourism industry for a long time . With 

about 10 years of experience in the tourism industry and learn both from our 

competitors and our guest's comments , Renea Cruises is a boutique wooden 

vessel, classical and traditional design style, delicious and authentic cuisine, 

helpful crew team and offers an off-the-beaten-track itineraries in Bai Tu Long 

Bay. Your time with Renea Cruises will be remarkable and one of the best 

experience during your time in Vietnam. 
 
 

 

Phong Nha Lake House Resort on days 7 & 8 

 

Stay in one of the room, with all the facilities such as: AC, safety box, mini bar, 

wireless, Water, Tea & Coffee Making Facilities and breakfast inclusive. There 

is a combination of family and double rooms available all overlooking the 

tranquil Dong Suon Lake and surrounding mountain ranges. These villas are 

situated around the swimming pool and decked entertaining area. 
 
 
 
 

 

TNT Villa Hoi An on days 9 & 10 

 

If you are traveling for leisure, after relaxing in swimming pool and a full 

breakfast in the morning you will find yourself nearby the major sights such as 

Assembly Halls of Chinese, Pagodas, Japanese Bridge, and The old houses at 

the Hoi An ancient port city. It’s a short ride to Cua Dai beach one of the nicest 

beach in central Viet Nam, My Son Holy land is 45 minutes away a famous 

place well known by tourists over the world. All of this will make your stay at the 

T&T Villa unforgettable. 
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Chez Mimosa Boutique hotel on days 11, 12 & 13 

 

 

Featuring a bar and restaurant, Chez Mimosa Boutique Corner is set in Ho Chi 

Minh City, an 8-minute walk from Fine Arts Museum. Attractively located in the 

District 1, the property is non-smoking throughout and situated an 11-minute 

walk from Ben Thanh Market, Ben Thanh Street Food Market and Mariamman 

Hindu Temple. 
 

A buffet breakfast is served each morning at the property. One 

complimentary drink is offered at the Rooftop terrace during happy hour, 

between 18:00 and 19:00. 
 

District 1 is a great choice for travelers interested in nightlife, museums and 

shopping. This is our guests' favourite part of Ho Chi Minh City, according to 

independent reviews. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

USEFUL INFORMATION 
 

CURRENCY: Vietnamese Dong. 

 

ELECTRIC: 220 V in the majority of the country. Adapter required. 

 

VISA: A visa is required. $25 USD, available at the airport upon arrival. 

 

IMMUNIZATIONS/SHOTS: According to the Centers for Disease Control, there are no obligatory vaccines you need 

before traveling to Vietnam (unless visiting on your own to remote areas). Check your records to see if it's time to 

update your routine shots. The DPT vaccines, which protect against diphtheria, pertussis and tetanus, should be 

updated every 10 years. 

 

FLIGHT: 

Tour begins in Hanoi on 2020 Jan 14th (first hotel night).  Fly day probably Jan 12th to arrive Jan 14th 

Ends in Saigon (Ho Chi Minh City) Vietnam fly out Jan 27th. 

Fly your Hometown into Hanoi, Vietnam --  Return from Saigon (Ho Chi Minh City) Vietnam 

 

WEATHER:  The climate in Vietnam during January can be summarized as hot and dry. Daytime temperatures average 

around a warm upper 70°s (Hanoi) to 90°F (Saigon); at night upper 60°s is normal for January. 

 

TRAVEL INSURANCE:  Group plan is available and recommended 

 

PHOTOGRAPHY: A Wild Adventure reserves the right without further notice to make use of any photography or film 

taken on the tour by our photographers or use any photo given to our photographers without payment or permission.  

We guarantee that no photographs of a compromising nature will be used. 

 


